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Brisket Eggrolls?  Matzaroni n Cheese? Non-gebrokts Banana French Toast? All Kosher for

Passover?Unbelievable but true!Leah Schapira, author of the bestselling Fresh & Easy Kosher

Cooking, teams up with noted food editor Victoria Dwek. They put the wow into your Passover

cooking, with creative and original recipes that you d never believe could be made with Passover

ingredients. Passover Made Easy features triple-tested recipes and tips for making your holiday

food festive and delicious and it s all so simple to prepare! The ingredients are easily available and

all but four recipes are gluten-free (non-gebrokts).  With its fascinating culinary tidbits and helpful

plating tips, this is a cookbook that s as fun to read as it is to use.
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This cookbook is the real deal. Finally real recipes that make this holiday taste great. Is a fun and

fresh spin on Passover, covering the staples to new and exotic. I find it a terrific value. All Passover

cooks must have!

I love that this book includes unique kosher for Passover recipes and not the ubiquitous matzah

balls and brisket. These are delicious recipes that I will make year round. The tips and wine pairings

are a nice bonus. The format of this book is fun and reader friendly with photos and graphics.

I saw this in NYC and didn't get it and instantly regretted it. I figured I could get it here when I got

home and then saw it wasn't available for two months. I regretted that, ordered it from the publisher



and began planning. I used four recipes last night that were all a hit, one a misfire and breakfast this

morning went "Wow, this is good" for my kid who refuses to eat matzah! I paid full price and

shipping, get it at  prices and use it!

I bought this book because I needed easy Passover dessert recipes to take to my family's seder. I

was not disappointed. I made two of the recipes, and not only were they super easy, but they were

DELICIOUS - every bit of both desserts was gone within half an hour. The book is also beautiful and

a pleasure to read/look at. I highly recommend this.

I tried a cookie recipe from there that the author raved and raved about, saying it was the "only

cookie you need to bake on Passover." Well, it's a good thing I didn't listen to her, because the

cookie was terrible. I have been baking Passover cookies for many years, and have some great

recipes, but this one was a waste of time and ingredients. I won't be following their advice anymore.

The recipes were so delicious and can easily be adapted for use all year round! The recipes were

well varied. Most of them had easily accessible ingrediants

Most of the recipes were very simple and enjoyable. I and my children enjoyed them very much,

however there were some ingredients that were unavailable in our area and we were unable to try

them. This is a great book for those who live in large Jewish community where there is a big variety

of products available.

Received this as a gift. Made "Bubbe's Egg Bagels." Way too sweet! I checked other Pesach bagel

recipes and they only call for a Tablespoon of sugar. This called for 1/3 of a cup. The pictures are

nice and the recipes that don't require making a prior recipe seem good as well.
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